
WELCOME

Computer based training is the future for schools, colleges and training 
centres. Here at ATT we are already working with hundreds of providers 
and making their difficult job easier. Our training solution is therefore, the 
answer to your problems. As the leading provider of automotive 
multimedia blended eLearning systems, ATT specialise in the creation of 
training materials for the automotive education sector and industry.

Working with world class automotive companies ATT has a substantial 
training resource that comprises over 8000 screens of learning coupled 
with 1000 pages in comprehensive matching textbooks, a 10,000 image 
database, 300 practical worksheets, and over 1,800 randomly 
generated multiple-choice questions. All our material is available 
offline, online from our own virtual learning environment 
(VLE) and as SCORM/IMS compliant packages for 
installation on your VLE/LMS. The material is updated 
regularly and is designed to meet all qualification 
and certification requirements.

The ATT team is led by Tom Denton a 
best selling automotive author.
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AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN TRAINING (ATT)
AUTOMOTIVE UNITS:

 •     2012: MLR, AST and MAST units
 •     2008: All eight ASE/NATEF units
 •     Diesel fuel systems
 •     Hybrid Cars
 •     And more…

NEED MORE INFORMATION?

To arrange a demonstration or if you have questions:

Tel/Fax: +1 (305) 600 0561 or Email: info@atttraining.com

ATT Training LLC.

8345 NW 66TH ST #4325, MIAMI, FL 33166-2626A

Tel: +1 (305) 600-0561 or Email: info@atttraining.com

Website: www.atttraining.com

VLE: www.automotivett.com



LEARNING

The material is split into units, which are each further divided into topics 
and sections where necessary. This allows the material to be studied in 
bite sized chunks and in any order. The programs cover all levels of the 
main light vehicle maintenance and repair qualifications.

Multiple-choice questions are included and when students answer 
incorrectly, they are automatically directed back to the learning material 
specific to the questions they got wrong. A glossary and 'toolbox' are also 
built in. Interactive activities reinforce learning and make it more fun! A 
‘smart’ board facility is built in to allow annotations and interaction with all 
the learning screens. The material is designed for teacher led or 
student-led learning. A great new feature is the use of diagnostic 
simulations where the user can move multimeter and oscilloscope leads to 
take actual readings.

EXTRA RESOURCES

Our resource databases allow you to utilise many of the photos, videos 
and animations used to generate our learning screens. For example, 
during the licence period, images can be copied into Word, PowerPoint or 
other documents to enhance your work - or as part of a student project.

Schemes of work, lesson plans, and many more supporting resources are 
included – not least of which are complete textbooks so you can print all 
the hardcopy handouts you need.

Animations, videos, voiceover, activities

Master USB copy 

Web access

Learning screens with real voice-over
of all text

Photos, diagrams, videos, simulations

Textbooks to buy or print

Glossaries and a virtual toolbox

Quick start guide

Lesson plans, schemes of work and job 
cards/Repair orders

Practical worksheets

ATT interactive feature

Help videos

And much more...

Teacher prep reduced or eliminated

Structured to match all the main units 
and syllabus requirements

Self-learning, individualised curriculum

Assignments and self-assessments

Multiple-choice questions linked to the 
learning

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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ATT Training
World leader in multimedia blended eLearning


